Issue alerts are a great way to stay current on all the cutting-edge scholarship from your favorite Duke University Press journals. This free service delivers tables of contents directly to your inbox, informing you of the latest groundbreaking work as soon as it is published.

To sign up for issue alerts:

1. Visit dukeu.press/register and register for an account. You do not need to provide a customer number.
2. After registering, visit dukeu.press/alerts.
3. Go to “Latest Issue Alerts” and click on “Add Alerts.”
4. Select as many publications as you would like from the pop-up window and click “Add Alerts.”
Ethnohistory

The official journal of the American Society for Ethnohistory

Ethnohistory reflects the wide range of current scholarship inspired by anthropological and historical approaches to the human condition. Of particular interest are those analyses and interpretations that seek to make evident the experience, organization, and identities of indigenous, diasporic, and minority peoples that otherwise elude the histories and anthropologies of nations, states, and colonial empires.

Sign up for new issue alerts at dukeu.press/alerts.

Subscribe today.
Quarterly. Subscription includes membership in the American Society for Ethnohistory.

Print and digital $60
Digital only $50
Student print and digital $25
Student digital only $20

dukeupress.edu/ethnohistory
The *South Atlantic Quarterly* provides bold analyses of the current intellectual scene, both nationally and worldwide. Published exclusively in special issues, this vanguard journal features some of the most prominent contemporary writers and scholars and tackles urgent political, cultural, and social questions.

Each issue of SAQ also features a second thematic section composed of short essays that engage a topic of contemporary political importance. The title of this section, “Against the Day,” is meant to highlight both the modes of activism and the specific occasion that the essays address.

*Subscribe today.*

**Quarterly**

- Print and digital  $38
- Student print and digital  $22
- Single issues  $16

dukeupress.edu/SAQ